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120 General Sampling Patterns 121 We plotted the horizontal mouse cursor position recorded during the sampling period at 125 The graph implies that the typical sampling pattern was to switch the cursor once or multiple 126 times between the two stimuli. The cursor paused mostly at either the left-most or right-most 127 part, which means only one of the stimulus was clearly visible at the time. Therefore, we can 128 make the assumption that the eye gaze and the attention of the subject switched between the 129 stimuli together with the cursor, which enables the comparison of our paradigm and former 130 sequential sampling tasks and models. 
136
Under this sampling pattern, if a subject made n switches in a trial, there would be n+1
138 periods of sampling alternatively assigned to the two stimuli. Assuming that each sampling 139 period has approximately the same duration, the total decision time (elapsed time from the 140 beginning of the trial to when the decision is made, excluding the time to execute the action)
141 should be correlated to the number of switches. On the other hand, most of the motor effort 142 during sampling was spend on the switching movement, and a typical switch would be moving 143 the cursor from the left stimulus to the right, the distance between them fixed. Therefore, the 144 total motor effort during the trials, measured by the total horizontal moving distance of the 145 cursor on the screen, should be correlated to the number of switches, too. Based on this, in order 146 to minimize the time and motor cost during sampling, subjects should make as few switches as 147 possible. The actual behavioral results well matched our analysis: Fig 3A plots the number of 148 switches made in all trials across the subjects in a histogram. In 42.5% trials only one switch 149 was made, and the percentage of trials got lower when more numbers of switches were made.
150 Moreover, the proportion of trials with higher distinctions between the two stimuli was larger 151 among the trials with fewer switches than among those with more switches. Fig 3B and 3C 152 show that the decision time and the total horizontal moving distance of the cursor correlated to 153 the number of switches significantly (Spearman's ρ = 0.71, P = 2.0×10 -148 for decision time 154 and ρ = 0.84, P = 3.7×10 -261 for horizontal moving distance). The results are in accordance with 155 the speed-energy-accuracy trade-off rule: in order to maintain high accuracy in the perceptual 156 decision-making task, subjects would invest more time and motor cost when the task was more 157 difficult. 181 subjects tended to sample the stimulus closer to the start position in the trial, but with a 182 systematic bias (usually to the left stimulus). This bias may be related to the cultural habit of 183 dealing with items from left to right, for example while reading people usually start from the 184 left. In the centered choice button condition, moving firstly to the stimulus closer to the start 185 position would minimize the total horizontal moving distance during sampling. However, when Firstly, the aDDM predicts a last-sampling bias, which means that subjects are more 212 likely to choose the last sampled stimulus. That is because the discounted rate of evidence 213 accumulation for the stimulus not being sampled will lead to the result that the decision variable 214 is more likely to reach the barrier at the last sampled side [16] . Such bias has been reported in 215 a number of human decision-making studies of both value-based and perceptual decisions [16,
216 18]. However, the causal relationship behind the last-sampling bias is not completely clear:
217 While the aDDM assumes that the current decision variable has no backward influence upon 218 sampling patterns, there is rare evidence supporting or contradicting the causal effect of the 219 temporary decision on the attention allocation during sampling [19] .
220
In order to test whether the subjects tended to choose the particular stimulus because 221 they sampled it lastly, or the subjects tended to sample the particular stimulus lastly because 222 they wanted to choose it, or both, we set up a new type of sampling mode: The subjects should 223 and could only make one switch between the stimuli, which means they had only one chance 224 to sample each of the alternatives. The time to examine each stimulus was not limited, though.
225 In this condition, the last sampled item would have been already decided when the subject 226 started to sample the first stimulus, therefore it cannot be affected by the decision variable later.
227 We built an aDDM and fitted its parameters to the behavioral data in the unlimited-switch mode, 228 then we compared the size of the last-sampling bias in the unlimited-and one-switch sampling 229 mode for human behavior and model output.
230
As Fig 5 shows, the aDDM fitted the basic psychometrics including the choice curve 231 (Fig 5A) , decision time ( Fig 5B) and the number of switches ( Fig 5C) in the unlimited-switch 232 mode generally well. In the one-switch mode (Fig 5D and 5E ), the decision time of the model 233 output was similar to that of the human behaviors, but note that the overall accuracy (79.9%) 234 was lower compared to behavioral data (89.1%). In fact, the human subjects' overall accuracy 235 in the one-switch condition was not reduced obviously compared to that in the unlimited-switch 236 condition (90.4%). This result is quite surprising, for in the one-switch mode the decision time 237 was shorter, and this normally should lead to lower accuracy. If the accuracy has not been 238 significantly improved by making further switches, which would cost extra time and energy, 239 why would the subject make them? One possible reason is that subjects would like to check the 240 previously sampled stimuli again to verify their preliminary decision [22] , which would 241 increase the confidence in their decision. 
250
We then compared the last-sampling bias in our model output and that in the subjects' 251 behavioral data: In the unlimited-and one-switch mode, both human behavior and model output 252 exhibited a bias to choose the last sampled stimulus (Fig 6) . However, in the unlimited-switch 253 mode, the bias size for model output was smaller than human behavior: When the distinction 254 between the two choices was zero, the difference in the fitted probability of choosing right when 255 right was last sampled versus when left was last sampled (∆p) was 0.59 for human subjects but 256 only 0.27 for the model (Fig 6A) . Such deducted size of the last-sampling bias in fitted aDDM 257 compared to human data has also been reported in another perceptual decision-making study, 259 unlimited-switch mode, the size of the last-sampling bias decreased for human behavior (∆p = 260 0.30) but increased for model output (∆p = 0.47) when only one switch was allowed (Fig 6B) . 
332
In addition, the aDDM also predicts that the subjects are more likely to choose the 333 stimulus with longer overall sampling time. In our paradigm, the noise level for the stimuli is 345 subjects tended to sample the stimulus with fewer white dots (the wrong choice) first and save 346 the stimulus with more white dots (the correct choice) for the second, which is also the last 347 sampling. As a result, there was a significant negative correlation between the first sampled 348 stimulus and the final choice in the one-switch mode, which was not found in the other two 349 conditions. Recall that the further switches made in the sampling process have not improved 388 our results expand the conclusion to that the sampling behavior can also be influenced by motor 389 effort related to both sampling and action. It further supports the idea that sensorimotor aspects 390 should be considered as an actively integrated part of the decision-making process. However, 391 while our manipulation of motor effort biased the last sampled item, it did not bias the choices 392 made by the subjects. One possible reason is that the choice is not relevant to the motor effort 393 difference in the task; another possibility is that explicit knowledge of the motor cost will help 394 to avoid integrating irrelevant factors into the decision to maintain high accuracy [24] . In 408 subjects must move the cursor closer to get a better view of each stimulus, as if approaching a 409 real object to have a better look. In this way, the mouse trajectory can reflect attention during 410 sampling as eye traces did in previous studies. Moreover, our paradigm can be applied to study 411 eye-hand cooperation and coordination during decision-making as well.
412
Traditionally, sequential sampling models assume that during decision-making, subjects 413 sample their options continuously until the relative evidence for one option reaches a 414 predetermined threshold, and such models capture the speed-accuracy trade-off phenomenon 415 well [19, 29, 30] . In our study, the decision time correlated to the difficulty of the decision, 416 which is in accordance with previous theories. However, our results showed that subjects would 417 make extra switches between the items and spend more time during which the accuracy of the 418 decision has not been improved significantly. Specifically, these extra switches were biased to 419 the choice eventually made. According to Krajbich [19] , even as the decision variable evolves 420 and one option emerges as the winning one, it is still optimal to continue sampling information 421 randomly instead of favoring the leading option, since the information from both the winning 
Here d was the value scaling parameter, and θ was the multiplicative attentional discounting 509 parameter. Let DV t denote the value of the decision variable at time t. For every time step ∆t, 510 we have:
DV tt  DV t  vt   t 512 ε t was drawn from zero mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ. We assume that 513 the first sampling is to the left stimulus with a fixed probability, and its duration drawn from a 514 fixed distribution. Each following sampling is made alternatively between left and right which 517 overall accuracy and the number of switches made in each trial for human behavioral data. The 518 best fitting set of parameters was θ = 0.52, d = 0.0097 and σ = 0.018. The fitted decision time 519 (T) was calculated in the following way: 520 (9) T  kt  nt 0 521 Here t denoted the decision time in the stimulation, k the time scaling factor, n the number of 522 switches in the stimulation, and t 0 the fixed time spent on switching between the stimuli. k and 523 t 0 were fitted to the behavioral data.
524
For the one-switch mode, there are two possible models regarding the stop rule for the 525 second and last sampling: the second sampling can stop either when the decision variable 526 reaches one barrier or when its duration reaches the limit, or it can go on until one barrier is 527 reached without max time limit. The latter version fitted the decision time for human subjects 528 in the one-switch mode better, therefore we applied this assumption.
529
After the parameters for the aDDM were fitted, we ran the stimulation for 960 trials 530 (sample size equal to 120 trials multiplied by 8 subjects) in both the unlimited-and one-switch 531 sampling modes, and compared the output with human behavioral data. 
